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For the last 25 years, scientists have demonstrated the capabilities of Scanning Tunneling 
Microscopy (STM) to visualize in real space the response of a two-dimensional electron 
gas to atomic-scale impurities. The analysis of the Friedel oscillations surrounding the 
impurities yields valuable information regarding the elastic scattering properties, the 
band structure, the doping level and the symmetry of the electronic states in the two-
dimensional host system. We will address in this article the use of this technique for 
probing the electronic properties of graphene, the star two-dimensional compound of the 
last decade. In particular, we will emphasize how this technique can be pushed up to 
unravel the electronic pseudospin, a distinctive degree of freedom of graphene’s Dirac 
fermions.

© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. This is an open access 
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

r é s u m é

Depuis 25 ans, les scientifiques utilisent la microscopie à effet tunnel afin de visualiser 
dans l’espace direct la réponse d’un gaz d’électron bidimensionnel à des impuretés de taille 
atomique. L’analyse des oscillations de Friedel générées autour de telles impuretés donne 
des informations précieuses sur le système 2D : propriétés de diffusion élastique, structure 
de bande, niveau de dopage et symétrie des états électroniques. Cet article est consacré 
à l’analyse par microscopie à effet tunnel des oscillations de Friedel dans le graphène, 
matériau 2D star de cette dernière décennie. En particulier, nous montrons comment cette 
technique permet d’accéder au pseudospin, un degré de liberté unique propre aux fermions 
de Dirac du graphène.

© 2015 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. This is an open access 
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Graphene is a unique two-dimensional system regarding its mechanical, optical, thermal and electronic properties [1,2]. 
Associated with the 2010 Nobel Prize in physics, this material has so many remarkable properties that it is foreseen to be 
an excellent candidate for future nano-electronics, for instance in devices requiring bendable and transparent conductive 
electrodes. From a fundamental point of view, graphene has received top billing during the last decade mostly because 
of its outstanding electronic properties, arising from the massless Dirac nature of its quasiparticles. Such a behavior is 
the consequence of the honeycomb structure of graphene, made of two equivalent triangular sublattices (labeled A and B
sublattices in the following) of carbon atoms, which leads to linear and isotropic low-energy bands at the corners K and K ′
of the Brillouin zone [3,4].

Another consequence of the bipartite nature of graphene is a peculiar quasiparticle degree of freedom, so-called 
pseudospin, absent in conventional 2D system. The pseudospin results from the specific symmetry of the quasiparti-
cle wavefunctions ψ�k

(�r) produced by the crystal structure: ψ�k
(�r) has to be a linear combination of two Bloch waves: 

ψ�k
(�r) = C A(�k)ψ A

�k
(�r) + C B(�k)ψ B

�k
(�r), where ψ A

�k
(�r) and ψ B

�k
(�r) are built on A and B sublattices respectively. Because A and 

B are both carbon atoms, the two components C A(�k) and C B (�k) are equal in modulus. They are only phase shifted, and 
the phase relation obtained at low energy, for instance around the K valley, simply reads [4] (a similar expression is found 
around K ′ point):

C A(�q) = ±C B(�q)eiθ (1)

where �q = �k −−−−→
�K is the wavevector measured from the K point, θ is the angle between the �q vector and the x-axis, and the 

sign ± refers to electrons/holes. Written in the {ψ A
�k

(�r) , ψ B
�k

(�r)} basis, the wavefunction is thus ψ�k
(�r) = 1√

2 (1, ±eiθ ), which 
defines a pseudospin (in analogy to the real spin of electrons) [5]. Here the pseudospin is intimately tied to the direction of 
the quasiparticle momentum �q, through the angle θ : the pseudospin is defined parallel (antiparallel) to the momentum for 
ψ�k

(�r) = 1√
2 (1, +eiθ ) (for ψ�k

(�r) = 1√
2 (1, −eiθ )).

Thus, from Eq. (1), electrons and holes with same momentum �q in the K valley have a pseudospin pointing along 
the same direction: the pseudospin is parallel to momentum for electrons, and antiparallel to momentum for holes (the 
situation is reversed at K ′ point). This allows the introduction of electronic chirality, that is formally a projection of the 
pseudospin on the direction of motion �q, which is positive and negative for electrons and holes at the K point, respectively 
[4,5]. The linear band structure and the pseudospin degree of freedom in graphene are the key ingredients responsible for a 
bunch of phenomena unraveled by magneto-transport experiments: record electronic mobilities at room temperature [6–8], 
robustness of electronic coherence [9], unconventional quantum hall effect [10,11], weak anti-localization [12–15], and Klein 
tunneling [5,16,17].

However, all these remarkable electronic and transport properties are subjected to the presence of ubiquitous disorder, 
which act as scatterers for the Dirac quasiparticles. The impact of point defect impurities upon the local density of states 
(LDOS) of graphene is a central issue. From a theoretical point of view, as detailed in the first part of this paper, the 
scattering processes are likely to reflect in LDOS modulations associated with Friedel charge density oscillations generated 
by the defects, as it is the case in any conventional electron system [18]. But in graphene, the quasiparticle pseudospin plays 
an important role in the scattering mechanisms, in particular for the backscattering processes [19,20]. Recently, theoretical 
works based on Green’s function formalism have been performed by different groups, in order to compute the graphene 
LDOS modulations due to a single atomically-sharp impurity [21–26]. Such publications were triggered by the possibility to 
perform a direct comparison with experimental data obtained by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), a technique well 
suited for probing the surface LDOS modulations at the atomic scale [27,28]. In this article, we shall present some key STM 
results performed on graphene monolayer and bilayer grown on a SiC surface, focusing on the LDOS modulations around 
impurities. Our approach will mostly be based on the analysis of 2D Fourier transform of the STM data. Following our 
previous work (Refs. [29,30]), we will especially emphasize how this technique can be pushed up to unravel the electronic 
pseudospin of the Dirac quasiparticles in graphene. Finally, recent unpublished data obtained on twisted bilayer graphene 
on Cu(100) will also be discussed.

2. Main text

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), a technique developed by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer in the eighties [31], is a pow-
erful tool, able to explore the low-energy electronic structure of conductive surfaces with atomic resolution. Nowadays, the 
contribution of such a technique to nanoscience and surface physics is recognized as colossal and indispensable, especially 
in the field of conductive two-dimensional (2D) systems lying at metallic or semi-conducting surfaces. Indeed, the tip of 
the STM is able to measure with high energy resolution (roughly 1 meV at liquid helium temperature) the local density 
of states (LDOS) of such systems, at the atomic scale. According to Tersoff and Hamann theory [32], the tunneling con-
ductance dI/dV (�r, V ) (with �r the tip position, V the sample bias and I the measured tunneling current) measured at low 
temperature and at low bias is proportional to the surface LDOS ρS (�r, EF + eV ) (with EF the Fermi energy). Depending on 
the bias sign, the STM is able to probe the surface LDOS for occupied (V < 0) or empty (V > 0) states. Given the unique 
lateral resolution of the microscope, STM is the ideal tool for mapping spatial modulations of the LDOS at various energies, 
such as those associated with Friedel charge oscillations in a conductive 2D system. At that point, it will be helpful for the 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the band structure of the Cu(111) surface (based on angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) performed by Reinert et 
al., Ref. [37]). The solid blue curve represents the parabolic and isotropic dispersion of the Shockley surface state, with a band offset EF − E0 � 0.45 eV, 
and a Fermi wave-vector kF � 2.17 nm−1. In the presented energy window, the parabolic band lies within a partial bandgap for bulk states (bulk states 
correspond to striped areas). (b) Fermi surface of the Shockley surface state (central circle) in the first Brillouin zone of Cu(111). (c) Constant current 
image of one Fe adatom on a Cu(111) surface, demonstrating the capability of STM to image the spatial modulations of the local density of states (LDOS) 
associated with Friedel oscillations. Image size: 13 × 13 nm2, sample bias: 20 mV, T = 5 K. This image is extracted from Ref. [36]. (d) Two-dimensional 
Fourier transform of a 42.5 × 55 nm2 STM image of several point defects on Cu(111). Sample bias: 20 mV, T = 150 K. Image extracted from [38].

reader to introduce briefly the Friedel oscillations of the charge density, and to clarify the relationship between such charge 
oscillations and the associated LDOS modulations probed by the STM.

Friedel oscillations of the charge density occur due to the screening by the 2D continuum electrons (or holes) of the 
local potential associated with any impurity embedded in the system. In his seminal paper published in 1958 [18], J. Friedel 
calculated the variation of the charge density �n(�r) in a free electron gas due to the screening of an impurity of extra 
charge Z . He obtained the so-called Friedel rule, which links Z to the phase shifts of the host wavefunctions generated by 
the impurity. He furthermore calculated the asymptotic form of the charge density �n(�r) far away from the impurity: �n(r)
decays as r−d (where r is the distance from the impurity and d is the dimension of the free-electron gas) and oscillates 
with wavenumber 2kF, the diameter of the free-electron-gas Fermi surface. Such oscillations are the so-called Friedel (charge 
density) oscillations. A textbook presentation of these findings is given in Ref. [33]. Within the Lindhard theory of screening 
(which holds for weak impurity potentials), this oscillating behavior of the charge density at 2kF is a direct consequence of 
a singularity of the Lindhard susceptibility at wavevector 2kF [34].

In the following, we focus on Friedel oscillations in conventional 2D systems, which are much more pronounced than in 
3D systems because of the 1/r2 decay length instead of the 1/r3 law [18,35]. As stated above, the STM does not probe di-
rectly the Friedel charge oscillations �n(�r), but the LDOS oscillations ρS(�r, E) associated with them. Such LDOS modulations 
are often labeled the “energy-resolved” Friedel oscillations, since the charge density �n(�r) is calculated by integrating the 
LDOS over the energies of the occupied states.

The LDOS ρS(�r, E) which is probed by STM at sample bias V (with E = EF + eV) can be written as ρS(�r, E) =
∑

α

∣∣φα

(�r)∣∣2
δ(E − Eα), where the sum is over all states φα of energy Eα of the 2D system with the impurity. This last 

expression is worth to be written, since it shows that any impurity-induced spatial modulation of the square-modulus of 
a given wavefunction will reflect in the LDOS, and thus in the charge density. Within the single particle picture, the LDOS 
modulation results from quantum interferences generated by elastic scattering of the 2D electron states off the impurity: at 
a given energy E , a state ψ�k

(�r) of the 2D continuum can be scattered into any other state ψ�k′
(�r) of the constant energy 

contour (CEC) at E , giving rise to quantum interferences with dominant wavevector �k′ − �k. For a simple circular CEC, text-
book calculations derive the LDOS modulations around the impurity, or so-called Quasiparticle Interferences (QPIs). The QPIs 
are concentric around the impurity, have a period π/kE (π/kF) at energy E (EF), and decay as 1/r. Summing over all the oc-
cupied states results in the Friedel charge density oscillations, having as said previously a period π/kF and decaying as 1/r2.

As emphasized above, the STM technique is very well suited to detect such QPIs, and appears to be the most direct 
way to evidence the predicted Friedel oscillations in real space. As an illustration of the conventional 2D case, we show 
celebrated results obtained in the early 1990s in Donald Eigler’s group (IBM Almaden,California) on the Cu(111) surface 
[36]. This surface and other noble metal surfaces such as Ag or Au(111) hold a Shockley surface state, which was used 
as a prototype of a nearly 2D free electron gas accessible to the STM tip. The quadratic dispersion associated with the 
Shockley state lies within a partial bulk gap, allowing an efficient decoupling between the surface and bulk states (Fig. 1a). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematics of the band structure of monolayer (ML) graphene on SiC(0001) at the K (or K ′) corners of the Brillouin zone. Two linear and isotropic 
bands cross at the Dirac point ED, with EF − ED � 0.4 eV. (b) Same as (a) but for bilayer (BL) graphene on SiC(0001), with two sets of upside–down parabolic 
bands, symmetrical to ED, with EF − ED � 0.3 eV. Figs. (a) and (b) are constructed from the ARPES data performed by T. Ohta et al., Refs. [53]. (c) Fermi 
contours of both graphene ML and BL in the first Brillouin zone. (d)–(e) Pseudospin texture (see text) versus momentum direction in the K and K ′ valleys 
of graphene, for ML (d) and BL (e).

The bottom of the quadratic band E0 lies below the Fermi energy (EF − E0 � 0.45 eV for Cu(111)). At a given energy above 
E0, the CEC of the Shockley state is a circle centered at �. The Fermi surface (FS) has thus a radius kF (Fig. 1b), which is 
the Fermi wavevector of the surface state quasiparticles (kF � 2.17 nm−1). These values of E0 and kF are extracted from 
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy published in Ref. [37].

Fig. 1c is a low-bias constant current image from Ref. [36] showing nice circular LDOS fringes around a single Fe adatom 
deposited on the Cu(111) surface. The period of the QPIs is �1.4 nm, which is roughly π/kF for the Cu(111) surface state. 
In the presence of a collection of such atomic-point defects, STM images reveal the π/kF QPIs centered on each defects. 
Petersen et al. have introduced in 1998 the use of the 2D Fourier Transform (FT) of such STM images to analyze accurately 
the QPIs [38,39]. An example is given in Fig. 1d, which is the 2D FT of a low-bias STM image of many atomic impurities 
on Cu(111) [38]. Interestingly, the main signal spots (here in dark) are found on a ring of radius 2kF , giving a nice map of 
the FS. The hereafter 2kF ring in the Fourier transform directly reflects the concentric real space QPIs of wavelength π/kF. 
This emphasizes that the LDOS modulations arise mostly from interferences due to backscattering processes (i.e. scattering 
between states ψ�k

(�r) and ψ−�k
(�r) of opposite momentum on the CEC), which is explained by a maximum joint density of 

states (JDOS) for these processes. This JDOS argument has been generalized to more complex FS than the one of Cu(111) 
[40–43]. In a general way, the 2D FT of QPIs compares well not with the FS but with the self-correlation of the FS [44,
45]. However, it has been shown that this approach is insufficient in systems with large spin–orbit coupling, for which the 
wave-function symmetry (for instance the electronic spin) hinders some backscattering processes as on Au(111) or Bi(100) 
surfaces [46,47].

In the remaining part of the manuscript, we shall concentrate on the STM mapping of the QPIs in graphene, keeping an 
eye on the trivial case of QPIs in Cu(111) for comparison. Our main goal is to emphasize how the pseudospin degree of 
freedom of graphene quasiparticles dramatically affects the QPI patterns. To make a clear demonstration, we did some low-
temperature STM images on both monolayer (ML) and Bernal stacked bilayer (BL) graphene. In both systems, a pseudospin 
degree of freedom is defined, but the pseudospin texture is strongly different (see below). From practical considerations, we 
have used the Si face of commercial 6H-SiC(0001) wafers, which we have graphitized in ultra-high vacuum using surface 
thermal decomposition at temperatures above 1150 ◦C [48]. The graphitization is mastered in order to have on the same 
sample ML and BL graphene areas (i.e. terraces of width 20–100 nm). It is commonly accepted that the graphene layers are 
separated from the bulk SiC by an interfacial graphitic layer that lacks the graphene π and π∗ low-energy electronic bands 
[49,50]. It results in a quite efficient electronic decoupling of the ML (and BL) graphene from the substrate, yet a substantial 
n-type doping is found due to charge transfer from the interface.

We start with depicting the low-energy band structure of ML and BL graphene on SiC(0001), as it has been accurately 
measured by ARPES in Refs. [51–53]. Here and in the following, we intentionally neglect the possible many-body effects 
(which slightly distort the bands at specific energies) and the trigonal warping arising at high energy. For ML graphene 
(Fig. 2a), we have two isotropic Dirac cones centered at the corners K and K ′ points of the Brillouin zone. These cones are 
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Fig. 3. STM measurements at T = 5 K of quasiparticle interferences (QPIs) due to point defects in ML and BL graphene on SiC(0001). Data, originally 
analyzed using the WSXm software [70], are taken from Ref. [30]. (a) A 50 × 50 nm2 constant current STM image on a ML terrace. Sample bias: −4 mV. 
(b) A 50 × 50 nm2 dI/dV STM image on a BL terrace. Sample bias: −25 mV. QPIs of period 5 nm show up on BL (b), but are not detected on ML (a). 
(c)–(d) Two-dimensional Fourier transform of the STM images shown on (a) and (b). Image sizes: 40 × 40 nm−2. (e)–(g) Numerical 10 × 10 nm−2 zooms-in 
of the center of (c) and (d), with an absent (e) or present (g) ring of radius 2qF related to intravalley backscattering processes. (f)–(h) Numerical 10 ×
10 nm−2 zooms-in of one of the six outer patterns of (c) and (d), with a split (f) or full (h) ring of radius 2qF related to intervalley scattering processes. 
The missing intensities (no central ring, split outer rings) found in the 2D FT of the LDOS map of ML graphene originate from the pseudospin texture, as 
discussed in the main text.

shifted towards negative energy, with a Dirac point ED around −0.4 eV. This corresponds to a n-type doping of roughly 
1013 cm−2. The linear bands intercept the Fermi level at qF � 0.6 nm−1 (where qF is the quasiparticle Fermi wavevector 
measured from the K or K ′ point). Thus the Fermi surface of ML graphene on SiC(0001) is made of two circles of radius qF
at K and K ′ points (see Fig. 2c). Importantly, at a given energy E > ED, a state ψ�q

(�r) has a pseudospin parallel (anti-parallel) 
to the momentum �q in valley K (K ′) (see the complete pseudospin texture in Fig. 2d, and note that this texture is reversed 
for E < ED). Since the pseudospin is locked to the momentum direction, states in a same valley with opposite momentums 
+�q and −�q have opposite pseudospin. A direct consequence is that intravalley backscattering with pseudospin conservation 
is impossible [19]. This holds for scattering off smooth defects, i.e. with potential variations on a scale larger than the C–C 
bond length. For comparison, the quadratic dispersion of Bernal bilayer graphene on SiC(0001) is shown in Fig. 2b. The BL 
is also n-doped, with ED = −0.3 eV, and the wavevector qF measured from the K or K ′ point is very close to 0.6 nm−1. 
Thus the FS of ML and BL graphene on SiC(0001) are mostly similar, and correspond to the schematic in Fig. 2c. However, 
the pseudospin texture is different between ML and BL: for the latter, states in a single valley with opposite momentums 
+�q and −�q have the same pseudospin orientation (Fig. 2e). BL graphene should hence behave more like a conventional 2D 
system, with no particular quenching of the backscattering processes on smooth defects.

The experimental STM data taken at 5 K and at small sample bias are presented in Fig. 3. At sufficiently low bias, STM 
images mostly reflect the LDOS maps at the Fermi energy. Although severals group have undertaken similar experiments to 
evidence QPIs in graphene on SiC [54–57], no pseudospin-related fine structures in the 2D FT LDOS maps were reported, 
except by our work [29,30]. Apart from spurious instrumental noise (mechanical vibration, electro-magnetic disturbance, 
thermal broadening), one has to take care of the lateral size and of the number of pixels in the STM image, which limit 
the k-space resolution. We performed images as large as 150 × 150 nm2 with 4100 × 4100 pixels, leading to unprecedented 
high-resolution 2D FT LDOS maps. Figs. 3a and 3b show 50 × 50 nm2 STM images of ML (sample bias −4 mV) and BL 
graphene (sample bias −25 mV) on 6H-SiC(0001). On the STM image of the ML (Fig. 3a), a quasiperiodic triangular array 
of period 1.9 nm shows up, which arises from the interface reconstruction and is to be distinguished from any QPI pattern. 
Most evidently, no QPIs with period π/qF � 5 nm related to intravalley backscattering are found on this image. On the 
contrary, the same scale image made on the BL graphene exhibit clear QPIs of period �5.2 nm. Given that Fig. 3b is 
obtained at small sample bias (−25 mV), the QPIs are related without doubt to intravalley backscattering. This striking 
difference between the two images is highlighted in the 2D FT of Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively shown in Figs. 3c and 3d
(for more accuracy, Fig. 3c is in fact obtained from a 100 × 100 nm2 STM image of the region shown in Fig. 3a). We 
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Fig. 4. STM measurements at room temperature of the QPIs induced by one single-point defect on a twisted graphene bilayer grown by chemical vapor 
deposition on a Cu(100) single-crystal. Data analyzed with WSXm software [70]. (a) Constant current STM image of the twisted bilayer, with an impurity 
of unknown nature at the center of the image. Image size: 30 × 30 nm2, sample bias: −20 mV, current setpoint: 0.2 nA. A moiré triangular superstructure 
shows up on the whole image, with period 2.2 nm, generated by the 7.0◦ interlayer twist angle. (b) Numerical zoom-in of the boxed region on (a), 
showing the (

√
3 × √

3)R30◦ LDOS pattern around the impurity, related to intervalley scattering of the graphene quasiparticles. (c) Two-dimensional 
Fourier transform of (a), of size 80 × 80 nm−2. The six inner (outer) bright spots correspond to the moiré pattern (the graphene surface lattice). Six faint 
contours also show up (one of them is boxed), which are related to intervalley scattering processes (see text). (d) Numerical 10 × 10 nm−2 zoom-in of the 
boxed region in (c).

first concentrate on the central part of the FT maps, boxed in orange, and zoomed-in in Figs. 3e and 3g. For BL graphene 
(Fig. 3g), a central ring of radius 2qF is present, corresponding to the FT of the QPIs of period π/qF shown in Fig. 3b, and 
thus associated with the intravalley backscattering processes. This result is very similar to the 2D FT LDOS map shown 
in Fig. 1d for Cu(111). If one turns now to the ML (Fig. 3e), this 2qF ring is missing. The most direct explanation for this 
different behavior is that the pseudospin degree of freedom of quasiparticles hinders the intravalley backscattering processes 
in graphene ML, but not in BL (see the different pseudospin textures in Figs. 2d and 2e).

As discussed above, this forbidden intravalley backscattering in ML graphene holds for slowly varying impurity po-
tentials [19]. Our interpretation has to be refined since we have clear evidences that our ML (and BL) graphene hold(s) 
atomically sharp defects (see below), which can locally break the AB sublattice symmetry and thus restore intravalley 
backscattering without preserving the pseudospin. However, T -matrix calculations [22–25] have clearly demonstrated that a 
single atomic sharp impurity located on one single carbon atom of graphene ML induces LDOS modulations of period π/qF , 
which are out of phase by a factor π between A and B sublattices. As shown in the calculation, this gives rise to a cancella-
tion of the central ring of radius 2qF in the 2D FT of the LDOS map, corresponding to the smearing out of the π/qF QPIs in 
the LDOS. This result is a direct consequence of the wavefunction symmetry (i.e. the pseudospin) in graphene ML. For the 
BL, similar calculations [22] show that the standard 2qF ring is present in the 2D FT LDOS map. Thus our results shown in 
Figs. 3e and 3g are in good agreement with such T -matrix calculations, although we have no direct evidence of π -shifted 
π/qF QPIs on ML graphene between A and B sublattices, which we believe is very difficult to detect. Actually, whatever 
the intravalley backscattering is forbidden (case of smooth impurities or defects preserving the AB symmetry) or restored 
(atomic defect breaking the AB symmetry), no central 2qF ring is expected in the 2D FT of the QPIs on ML graphene, which 
is a fingerprint of the pseudospin texture in ML.

We turn now to the six outer ring-like features present on the large-scale 2D FT LDOS maps shown in Figs. 3c and 3d
(see the green box on each figure). These outer rings demonstrate that we have a certain amount of native atomic size 
defects in our system. They act as short-range potentials that generate (large wavevector) intervalley scattering, and most 
importantly for QPIs, intervalley backscattering, i.e. coupling between states ψ�q

(�r) of one valley K with states ψ−�q
(�r) of the 

second valley K ′ . Such intervalley backscattering processes explain the 6 ring-like shape contours centered at points distant 
from the center by �K = K K ′ . The radius of these rings is once again 2qF. STM maps of the QPIs associated with such 
intervalley scattering have been reported by many groups on graphite/graphene samples [58–60,48,54,29,55,61,62]: they 
form a local (

√
3 × √

3)R30◦ (R3) superstructure that extends to several nanometers from the defect (an example is given 
in Figs. 4a–b). Because of its very small period, such R3 superstructures are hardly visible on the large-scale images shown 
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in Figs. 3a–b, although they are indeed present in the 2D FT maps. Interestingly, we see a marked difference in the 2qF
rings associated with intervalley scattering between ML and BL graphene (see the magnified views in Figs. 3f and 3h). The 
ring is split into two arcs for the ML, highlighting that the QPIs related to intervalley-backscattering processes are hindered 
in some given directions of the reciprocal space. We have shown using a very simple model that the pseudospin was also 
responsible for these missing intensities in the intervalley-related rings [30]. Moreover, the T -matrix calculations introduced 
above in the case of single impurity breaking the sublattice symmetry also find a split structure of the outer rings in the 
2D FT calculated LDOS maps [22,25].

In the last part of this paper, we want to emphasize that STM images of QPIs can be undertaken on various other 
graphene-based systems than graphene on SiC. The 2D FT of measured LDOS maps can give valuable informations on the 
electronic structure of such systems, the most straightforward being the doping level. As an example, we focus on a twisted 
graphene bilayer on a Cu(100) surface, grown at Néel Institute (Grenoble, France) using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
method in a dedicated furnace, and subsequently introduced in our UHV STM set-up. This CVD growth is known to introduce 
rotational disorder between the first and second graphene layer, forming a so-called twisted BL graphene. This twisted BL 
is very different from the Bernal BL system, regarding its low-energy electronic properties. In particular, for twist angles 
θ > 4–5◦ and for energies close to the Dirac point, the two graphene layers are almost electronically decoupled (at higher 
energy, the interlayer coupling gives rises to van Hove singularities) [63–67].

We show in Fig. 4a a 30 × 30 nm2 STM image measured at room temperature of one single (unknown) point-defect 
on a twisted BL graphene on Cu(100). The interlayer rotation induces a moiré pattern in the STM image. From geometric 
considerations, the period 2.2 nm of the moiré corresponds to a twist angle of 7◦ between the two graphene layers [68,67]. 
Around the impurity at the center of the image, QPIs forming a R3 pattern show up, related to intervalley backscattering. 
This R3 pattern is magnified on Fig. 4b, which also shows atomic resolution on the surface graphene layer. The 2D FT of 
Fig. 4a is shown in Fig. 4c. The sample bias is 20 mV, thus Fig. 4c is mostly a 2D FT map of the LDOS at EF. One recognizes 
the 6 outer contours related to intervalley scattering as depicted in Fig. 3c. One of such contour is magnified in Fig. 4d. Most 
evidently, the contour is split into two parts, suggesting a behavior similar to that of ML graphene on SiC(0001) (Fig. 3f). 
However, it is too delicate here to extract from the center of Fig. 4c information regarding to intravalley scattering. Further 
low-temperature FT LDOS images with high k resolution shall be undertaken to shed light on the pseudospin effect on 
QPIs in twisted BL graphene. Turning back to the intervalley-related outer rings of Fig. 4d, we obtain from the separation 
between the two arcs 4qF � 1.96 nm−1, i.e. qF � 0.49 nm−1. This result nicely demonstrates that even at room temperature, 
one can extract by STM maps of the QPIs the doping level of the surface graphene plane, which is here 7.6 × 1012 cm−2

(see similar room-temperature measurements in Refs. [56,69] for graphene on SiC).

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported a study of the quasiparticle interference (QPI) patterns in epitaxial graphene grown on 
SiC(0001) by using scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. This technique was carried out to map the spatial 
modulations of the local density of states (LDOS) of monolayer (ML) and bilayer (BL) graphene in the presence of native 
disorder. The LDOS maps reveal QPI patterns, associated with the Friedel oscillations of the charge density surrounding 
the impurities. Such QPIs, often termed “energy-resolved” Friedel oscillations, were analyzed by performing 2D Fourier 
transforms of the LDOS maps, a powerful method commonly used for many other 2D electronic systems. We emphasized in 
this work the specificity of the QPIs in graphene, which, as we showed it experimentally, are strongly impacted by the Dirac 
quasiparticles symmetry (i.e. the electronic pseudospin). QPIs in Bernal bilayer graphene have a more conventional behavior, 
and we finish the paper by branching the case of twisted bilayer graphene on a Cu(100) surface, which shall deserve further 
studies in the future.
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